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2Anomalous pinch fluxes of particle, energy and parallel momentum are crucially im-
portant in understanding the turbulent transport in the magnetic fusion plasma research
[1]. Since the neoclassical Ware pinch velocity [2] is insufficient to interpret the related
experimental observations on particle pinch, anomalous trapped particle pinch due to the
inhomogeneity of magnetic field strength is proposed by using the fluid model [3] and by
invoking the turbulence equipartition (TEP) theory based on the invariant measure [4]; this
anomalous trapped particle pinch has been confirmed by numerical simulations [5]. However,
since the TEP theory of trapped electron pinch depends on the longitudinal invariant, it is
not clear whether it applies to the trapped ions and passing particles, and the ambipolarity
issue is unresolved [6]. Recently, the parallel momentum pinch is extensively investigated in
the magnetic fusion community to understand the intrinsic toroidal rotation [7]. A parallel
momentum pinch due to the Coriolis force in a toroidally-rotating frame was proposed by
using the fluid model to analyze the quasilinear transport induced by the ion temperature
gradient mode [8]. However, the effects of density gradient and Coriolis force have not been
resolved in the momentum pinch theory [9–11].
Here we propose a new theory to unify the particle, energy and parallel momentum pinch
fluxes based on different physical mechanisms. It is found that the Lorentz force generated
by the magnetic drift drives a generic pinches through the celebrated Stokes-Einstein relation
[12]. The proposed model applies for both electrons and ions, both trapped particles and
passing particles; it clearly resolves the above important controversial issues in anomalous
pinch.
Consider an axisymmetric tokamak configuration. The equilibrium magnetic filed is given
by
B = I (r)∇φ+∇φ×∇rψ′ (r) , (1)
with r the effective minor radius, θ the poloidal angle and φ the toroidal angle. ψ (r) is the
poloidal magnetic flux labeled by r, and the prime denotes derivative with respect to r. In
the equilibrium field, the guiding-center velocity is given by
Vgc = v‖b+ VE×B + V∇B + Vcur, (2)
with v‖ the parallel velocity, b = B/B; the well-known ∇B drift and curvature drift are
3given by
V∇B + Vcur =
−µ∇B −mv2‖κ
eB2
×B, (3)
with µ the guiding-center magnetic moment. κ is the curvature of the magnetic field line.
VE×B = E ×B/B
2, with E = −∇Φ (r) the equilibrium radial electric field, which satisfies
B ·E = 0.
Since the guiding-center velocity is the particle velocity averaged over the gyro-period,
the force acted on the particle averaged on the time scale longer than the gyro-period is
given by
FL = e (E + Vgc ×B) = mv
2
‖κ+ µ∇B. (4)
We point out that the radial electric field force is canceled by the eVE×B×B force, the mean
radial electric field does not play a role here. This charge independent Lorentz force drives
the pinch fluxes through the Stokes-Einstein relation [12], as will be shown in the following.
The readers, who are familiar with the Stokes-Einstein relation and not interested in the
detailed derivation, may skip to Eq. (45).
Consider a radial random walk due to the low-frequency nonlinear electrostatic turbu-
lence. Here, the low-frequency means that (ωwave, 1/τc) ≪ Ω, with ωwave the characteristic
frequency of the wave, τc the correlation time of the turbulence, and Ω the gyro-frequency
of the charged particle. The work done by the Lorentz force along the random radial dis-
placement δr taking place on a time scale longer than the gyro-period changes the particle
kinetic energy by
δK = FL · ∇rδr =
(
mv2‖κ+ µ∇B
)
· ∇rδr, (5)
which is again charge independent. This equation should not be confused with e (Vgc ×B) ·
Vgc = 0.
The particle kinetic energy is given by
K = (1/2)mv2‖ + µB. (6)
From Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), one finds
δv‖ = v‖κ · ∇rδr, (7)
which follows from
δK = mv‖δv‖ + µ∂rBδr. (8)
4We point out that Eq. (7) can also be derived in a guiding-center picture. Note that the
guiding-center kinetic energy is
Kgc = (1/2)mv
2
‖, (9)
and µB is the well-known magnetic potential energy of a guiding-center due to its constant
magnetic moment µ. The force acted on a guiding-center is therefore given by
Fgc = e (E + Vgc ×B)− µ∇B = mv
2
‖κ, (10)
which is simply the centripetal force that is necessary to maintain the parallel motion along
the field line; this indicates that the centripetal force needed to maintain the parallel stream-
ing is provided by the Lorentz force generated by the curvature drift. Using
δKgc = Fgc · ∇rδr, (11)
one finds again Eq. (7), which clearly predicts the cross-correlation between δr and δv‖.
Let f (z, t) denote the ensemble averaged particle distribution in the phase space z =(
r, θ, v‖, µ
)
. The phase space transport equation for a nonlinear turbulent plasma is given
by a Fokker-Planck equation [6, 13–16],
∂tf −
1
J
∂i
(
J dij∂jf
)
= 0, (12)
with J the Jacobian of the phase-space, and the phase space diffusivity is given by
dij ≡
〈
δziδzj
〉
en
/2δt, (13)
where 〈·〉en denotes the ensemble average. Note that δz
i denotes the departure of the particle
from the unperturbed orbit within a time interval δt which is longer than τc, and in a tokamak
the unperturbed motion does not contribute to transport by itself. In Eq. (12), i, j stands
for r and v‖; note that δµ = 0 due to the conservation of magnetic moment, and δθ is ignored
since we shall concentrate on the radial transport.
Using Eq. (7) one finds
drv‖ = drr∇r · κv‖, (14)
dv‖v‖ = v‖κ · ∇rd
rr∇r · κv‖. (15)
To proceed, we assume that the ensemble-averaged particle distribution is a local shift
Maxwellian [9],
f =
n
(2piT/m)
3
2
exp
(
−
1
2
m
(
v‖ − U
)2
+ µB
T
)
, (16)
5with n and T the particle density and temperature, respectively. U is the fluid parallel
velocity; p = nT is the pressure. m and e are the particle mass and electrical charge,
respectively. Note that the particle species index is dropped in the above formulation;
clearly, our discussion applies for both ions and electrons.
Define a set of forces
A1 ≡ −∂r ln p, (17a)
A2 ≡ −∂r lnT, (17b)
A3 ≡ −∂r lnU, (17c)
A4 ≡ ∂r lnB, (17d)
A5 ≡ ∇r · κ. (17e)
Introduce a set of weighting functions
h1 ≡ 1, (18a)
h2 ≡
1
2
m
(
v‖ − U
)2
+ µB
T
−
5
2
, (18b)
h3 ≡ mU
(
v‖ − U
)
/T, (18c)
h4 ≡ µB/T, (18d)
h5 ≡ mv‖
(
v‖ − U
)
/T. (18e)
Using the above definitions, one finds
∂tf +
1
J
∂r [J (d
rrhαAα) f ] +
1
J
∂v‖
[
J
(
v‖A5d
rrhαAα
)
f
]
= 0, (19)
where and in the following α, β = 1, ..., 5 is understood.
Note that A1, A2, A3 are the usual thermodynamic forces; A4 stands for the Lorentz
force due to the ∇B drift, and A5 stands for the Lorentz force due to the curvature drift.
In a large-aspect-ratio tokamak, we have R = R0 + r cos θ, with r ≪ R0, here R0 is the
major radius of the torus. Using the large-aspect-ratio approximation, one finds B ∝ 1/R,
κ ≈ −R/R2, and
A4 ≈ −
1
R
cos θ ≈ A5. (20)
Using Eq. (12), one finds the local production rate of the entropy density,
σ =
∫
d3vf∂i ln fd
ij∂j ln f. (21)
6Using Eq. (19), one writes the entropy density production rate as a positive-definite
quadratic form [16]
σ = AαJα, (22)
with the canonical conjugate fluxes given by
Jα = LαβAβ, (23)
and the transport matrix is given by
Lαβ =
∫
d3vfdrrhαhβ ≡ n 〈hαd
rrhβ〉 , (24)
which satisfies the Onsager symmetry relation [17, 18].
To proceed, one needs to find the magnetic-flux-surface averaged radial transport equa-
tions, which are obtained by integrating Eq. (19) multiplied by
[
1, 1
2
m
(
v‖ − U
)2
+ µB,mv‖
]
over the velocity space and averaging the results over the magnetic flux surface.
The particle transport equation is
∂tn+
1
V ′ (r)
∂r [V
′ (r) Γr] = 0, (25)
with V (r) the volume enclosed in the flux-surface labeled by r, and the radial particle flux
Γr given by
Γr = J1. (26)
The energy transport equation is
∂t
(
3
2
p
)
+
1
V ′
∂r
[
V ′
(
qr +
5
2
ΓrT
)]
= Q, (27)
with qr, the radial heat flux given by
qr/T = J2, (28)
and Q, the turbulence heating rate given by
Q/T = J3A3 + J4A4 + J5A5. (29)
The parallel momentum transport equation is
∂t (nmU) +
1
V ′
∂r
[
V ′
(
Πr‖ + Γ
rmU
)]
= F‖, (30)
7with Πr‖, the radial component of the parallel viscosity given by
Πr‖U/T = J3, (31)
and F‖, the turbulence parallel acceleration rate given by
F‖U/T =
(
J3 + J1mU
2/T
)
A5. (32)
Note that in the above flux-surface averaged transport equations, A4 = −fballoon/R = A5
should be understood, with the ballooning factor fballoon ≈ 1 for the strong ballooning
turbulence [9].
Note that L11 = nD, L22 = nχ, and L33 = nχφmU
2/T , with D, χ, and χφ the usual parti-
cle diffusivity, heat diffusivity, and toroidal viscosity, respectively. In the following, we shall
use the constant drr approximation [19] for mathematical simplicity. This approximation
gives D = drr, χ = 5
2
drr, and χφ = d
rr.
To evaluate the particle pinch due to the ∇B drift (L14A4) and the curvature drift
(L15A5), we write down
L14 = n 〈d
rrh1h4〉 = L11, (33)
L15 = n 〈d
rrh1h5〉 = L11. (34)
Note that the previous trapped electron pinch [4, 6] is included in Eq. (33) (the effect of ∇B
drift). We point out that Eq. (34) indicates that curvature drift induces a particle pinch.
Eqs. (33, 34) are also applicable for passing particles. Therefore, the present theory clearly
predicts a passing particle pinch, which is absent in previous fluid theory [3] and kinetic
theory [4, 6]. It should be noted that in a more recent fluid theory and simulation work [20],
particle pinch of impurity ions was identified, which is independent of the trapping fraction,
as is different from the earlier fluid theory [3]; however, it is not clear in Ref. 20 whether the
result can be extended to the primary ions, partly because the role of trapped particles and
passing particles is not clear in a fluid theory. Since the particle pinch found here is driven
by the Lorentz force due to the magnetic drift, it applies for both ions and electrons; there
is no need of an ambipolar radial electric field discussed in Ref. 6 where only the trapped
electron pinch was identified by invoking the argument of invariant measure.
The constant drr approximation gives L12 = −L11, L13 = 0 = L23. The particle flux can
be written in a more familiar form
Γr = −D∂rn + nVp,pinch, (35)
8with the particle pinch velocity given by
Vp,pinch = −2
D
R
. (36)
To evaluate the energy pinch due to the ∇B drift and the curvature drift, we write down
L24 = n 〈d
rrh2h4〉 = 0, (37)
L25 = n 〈d
rrh2h5〉 = 0. (38)
The total energy flux can be written as
qr +
5
2
ΓrT = −
3
5
nχ∂rT −
3
2
pD∂r lnn +
3
2
pVE,pinch, (39)
with the energy pinch velocity given by
VE,pinch = −
4
3
χ
R
. (40)
Note that the energy pinch thus derived is contributed by the particle pinch.
To evaluate the parallel momentum pinch due to the ∇B drift and the curvature drift,
we write down
L34 = n 〈d
rrh3h4〉 = 0, (41)
L35 = n 〈d
rrh3h5〉 = L33. (42)
To complete the computation of the transport matrix, we list L44 = 2L11, L45 = L11,
L55 = (3 +mU
2/T )L11.
The total parallel momentum flux can be written as
Πr‖ + Γ
rmU = −nmχφ∂rU − nmUD∂r lnn + nmUVφ,pinch, (43)
with the parallel momentum pinch velocity
Vφ,pinch = −3
χφ
R
, (44)
which agrees with the previous result [9]. The present theory indicates that two third of
this momentum pinch comes from the particle pinch due to both the ∇B drift (L14A4 term)
and the curvature drift (L15A5 term), and one third of the momentum pinch comes from the
L35A5 term (effect of curvature drift) in the parallel viscosity; in another word, two third
of this momentum pinch is from the curvature drift effect (L15A5 term and L35A5 term),
9and one third of this pinch is from the ∇B drift effect (L14A4 term). Note that the density
gradient effect on the convection of momentum comes from the particle flux, which is always
outward in the usual central peaking density case; on this point, we agree with Refs. 9 and
11, disagree with Refs. 8 and 10. Note also that a parallel acceleration/deceleration term
due to the curvature drift [Eq. (32) or F‖ =
(
Πr‖ + Γ
rmU
)
A5] is missing in the previous
momentum pinch theories [8, 9].
To further clarify the physical mechanism of the anomalous pinch, we introduce
Fa = −fballoon
2T
R
, (45)
which is the averaged radial Lorentz force generated by the ∇B drift and the curvature drift
according to Eq. (4). Here we have restored the ballooning factor. The pinch velocities of
particle, energy and parallel momentum are written as
Vp,pinch = Fa
D
T
, (46)
VE,pinch =
2
3
Fa
χ
T
, (47)
Vφ,pinch =
3
2
Fa
χφ
T
, (48)
respectively. Eq. (46) agrees with the celebrated Stokes-Einstein relation [12, 21], which
indicates that the particle pinch is driven by the Lorentz force generated by the magnetic
drift. Eqs. (46, 47, 48) shall be referred to as the generalized perpendicular Stokes-Einstein
relation, which describes the anomalous pinch velocities of particle, energy and momentum
driven by the Lorentz force induced by the magnetic drift in a generic form. Note that the
parallel Stokes-Einstein relation in a turbulent plasma has been previously discussed [16].
In conclusion, we have proposed a new theoretical model based on the generalized Stokes-
Einstein relation to unify the physical pictures of the anomalous pinch of particle, energy
and parallel momentum, which is accomplished by identifying for the first time the aver-
aged radial Lorentz force generated by the ∇B drift and the curvature drift. The new
simple mechanism of anomalous pinch covers the previous trapped electron pinch due to
the conservation of longitudinal invariant and the previous parallel momentum pinch due to
the Coriolis force in a rotating frame. The proposed theory has resolved several important
issues in anomalous pinch.
(1) It predicts the effect of passing particle pinch, which is absent in previous TEP theory
[4, 6].
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(2) It predicts the particle pinch for both electrons and ions, while the previous theory
applies only for trapped electrons and an ambipolar radial electric field is needed to adjust the
ion particle flux according to Baker-Rosenbluth’s viewpoint [6]. Eq. (4) indicates that the
perpendicular mean electric field does not drive a particle pinch through the Stokes-Einstein
relation, due to the cancelation between eE and eVE×B × B, therefore, the anomalous
particle pinch must be auto-ambipolar.
(3) It predicts that the inward-directed density gradient always drives an outward mo-
mentum flux, which agrees with Ref. 11, disagrees with Ref. 10.
(4) The physical picture of parallel momentum pinch described in this paper is related to
the Stokes-Einstein flux driven by the Lorentz force generated by the magnetic drift, which
is different from the previous understanding by invoking the Coriolis force [8–11]. Note the
fact that the Coriolis force is in a rotating frame, it does not exist in the laboratory frame,
however, the radial transport fluxes should not be changed by simply switching from the
laboratory frame [9, 11] to a toroidally-rotating frame [8, 10]. Note that the Lorentz force
proposed here is independent of the choice of reference frame.
It is of interest to note that the Stokes-Einstein fluxes discussed in this paper is from the
cross-correlation in the phase-space (
〈
δrδv‖
〉
en
, 〈δrδK〉en, etc.), as was pointed out previously
[16]. The method developed here may also be extended to the magnetic turbulence in space
plasmas [13] and to the general statistical physics [21].
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